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ABSTRACT
Alert correlation systems attempt to discover the relations among alerts
produced by one or more intrusion detection systems to determine the attack
scenarios and their main motivations. In this paper a new IDS alert correlation
method is proposed that can be used to detect attack scenarios in real-time.
The proposed method is based on a causal approach due to the strength
of causal methods in practice. To provide a picture of the current intrusive
activity on the network, we need a real-time alert correlation. Most causal
methods can be deployed offline but not in real-time due to time and memory
limitations. In the proposed method, the knowledge base of the attack patterns
is represented in a graph model called the Causal Relations Graph. In the offline
mode, we construct Queue trees related to alerts’ probable correlations. In
the real-time mode, for each received alert, we can find its correlations with
previously received alerts by performing a search only in the corresponding tree.
Therefore, the processing time of each alert decreases significantly. In addition,
the proposed method is immune to deliberately slowed attacks. To verify the
proposed method, it was implemented and tested using DARPA2000 dataset.
Experimental results show the correctness of the proposed alert correlation and
its efficiency with respect to the running time.
c 2012 ISC. All rights reserved.

1

Introduction

Computer networks are an essential part of today’s
information society. These networks are usually connected to the global internet network. Since security
had not been considered as one of the original internet design goals, in recent decades securing networks
against attacks has become very important. Nowadays

various security systems and tools such as Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS) are deployed in networks
to provide security. When an IDS observes any suspicious event representing an unauthorized access, or
any kind of abusive or harmful activity which may
result in damaging systems and computer networks,
it produces alerts. But extracting useful information
from these alerts is not that easy due to the following
reasons:
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paper.
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• IDS may flag a large number of alerts every day,
resulting in a flood of alerts that may overwhelm
security officers.
• Among the alerts produced by IDS, false alerts
are mixed with true ones.
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• IDS cannot detect all the attacks and may miss
some alerts.
• There are some causal relationships between continuous steps of an attack scenario, but IDS does
not detect correlations among the alerts.
Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the thousands
of alerts produced by one or more IDSs to extract useful information about intrusion attempts from thousands of alerts produced by one or more IDSs. We
can assume each alert as a symptom of a low-level
attack. Alert correlation systems receive alerts from
various IDS sensors and after analyzing them produces
a high level view of the attack attempts against the
network. This analysis includes methods for alert aggregation, alert fusion, alert reduction, removing false
alerts, missed alerts discovery and extracting alerts
correlations and its objective is detecting or predicting
attempted attack scenarios.
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows.
After reviewing existing methods in the next section,
we describe our model in Section 3. Our real-time
method for attack scenario extraction, based on the
new proposed model, is represented in Section 4. We
analyze the proposed model and algorithm in Section
5. Experimental results are given in Section 6. Section
7 concludes the paper with our future work.

2

Related Work

Valeur et al. [1] have proposed a framework for an alert
correlation system. It includes a comprehensive set of
components (including normalization, preprocessing,
alert fusion, alert verification, thread reconstruction,
attack session reconstruction, focus recognition, multistep correlation, impact analysis and prioritization)
for an alert analyzing system. They have considered
all required preprocessing and postprocessing steps of
an alert analyzing system and proposed a method for
each of the alert analyzing model components. We can
replace each component with our proposed method for
satisfying that component’s objective. We will review
some of the proposed methods for different phases of
alert analysis.
Some methods such as probabilistic, data mining
or neural networks methods, classify or correlate the
alerts based on the similarity of their chosen common
features [2–6]. This class of methods is useful for the
preprocessing steps of alert correlation such as alerts
classification, false alerts detection or alert reduction;
nevertheless, they are not sufficient (effective) for
attack scenarios detection. Some research works have
attempted to design and implement a language for
describing known attack scenarios [7–9]. Although
these languages provide standard ways to describe
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the attack scenarios, they limit the user to identify
specific and known scenarios. Thus, if a scenario is
slightly different from the defined scenarios it will not
be detected in this way.
In comparison with attack description languages,
causal approaches [10–13] have particularly important
advantages. By using a knowledge base of low-level
attacks and their prerequisites and consequences, it is
possible to detect any correlated sequences of low-level
attacks. Precise and complete definition of the knowledge base is the main requirement of these methods.
Farhadi et al. [14] use a Causal Correlation Matrix
(CCM) which includes the correlation probability of
each pair of alerts. It uses association rules in data
mining to determine and update the CCM.
Most of the casual approaches are implementable
only offline. For real-time applications we need to
consider a time window for received alerts such as
[14]. But in this method we will not be able to detect
slowed or hidden attacks. For example, the attacker
can prevent correlation of the attack scenario alerts by
increasing the time intervals between the successive
steps of the attack scenario or alternatively by filling
the time window with useless and misleading alerts. So,
in real-time applications we must use some measures in
the knowledge base description and also the correlation
algorithm to address this problem.
Due to the strength of causal methods in practice,
we construct our method based on these methods and
propose a suitable model and algorithm for real-time
applications. The proposed method uses the “attack
graph” idea which has been used in the TVA approach
[15].
The causal methods have a knowledge base which
is usually considered as a table of records [11, 16].
Some new works like [17] use methods to construct the
knowledge base automatically. Authors in [17] employ
a Bayesian network to automatically extract information about the constraints and causal relationships
among alerts. In our proposed method the knowledge
base is represented as a graph called the Causal Relations Graph. This graph contains low-level attack
patterns in the form of their prerequisites and consequences. In addition, it is a clear representation of
causal relations among the low-level attacks. A new
search is performed upon the arrival of each new alert,
in the correlation phase. Thus, the search time in realtime is decreased significantly by constructing some
trees in the offline mode, before the correlation system
starts up.
In [11], looking for correlated alerts with a given
alert is performed using a query to the previously
received alert tables. This method has a high run time
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and is useful only for offline applications. It should
be noted that some optimization is proposed in [18]
for this method. In other real-time causal methods
(except for the TVA method), the search leads to a
nested loop for pervious received alerts. The method
presented in [16] looks in previous correlated sets of
alerts for an existing alert set which can be correlated
to the new alert. Finding the desired set is an NPhard problem and so heuristic algorithms should be
used to solve it. There are some other new real-time
methods like [17, 19]. But we show in the experimental
results that our method is more time efficient. The
proposed method in this paper uses the benefits of
the TVA model, but does not require extracting the
vulnerability graph of the topological network.

3

Causal Relation Graph Model

The proposed model has been defined based on a graph
called the Causal Relation Graph (CRG). Describing
the CRG requires definingCondition and Alert Signature (AS) concepts. We can represent prerequisites
or consequences of a low level attack using a set of
conditions. Each attack pattern in the IDS which produces an alert is considered as the representative of
a low level attack event. Therefore every attack pattern is defined with its prerequisites and consequences
which themselves are compositions of conditions. Our
definition for some concepts are similar to the concepts in some other papers in the literature including
[13, 16, 20, 21], but not exactly the same. In the following sections we provide our definition for these concepts according to our proposed model and algorithm
which are capable of real-time alert correlation, implicit classification and aggregation of large volumes
of alerts.
3.1

Definition 1: Condition

Every Condition represents satisfaction of a condition
or property for an IP address or a port number, i.e., a
predicate with an IP address or a port number variable.
For example, OSSolaris(V ictimIP ) says that the
operating system of a host with IP address victimIP
is Solaris. Another example RootAccess(victimIP )
means that there is the capability of root access to a
host with victimIP address.
3.2

Definition 2: Alert Signature (AS)

Each AS is defined as AS = (Prerequisites, Consequences). Prerequisites is the set of all required conditions for launching the attack related to AS and
Consequences is the set of all the attack consequence
conditions. Every AS has four variables including
source IP address, source port number, destination

IP address, and destination port number. Every participant condition variable in the Prerequisites and
Consequences sets is one of the four AS variables. For
example the Alert Signature as1 which is related to
the Sadmind vulnerability exploit is represented as
as1 = ({RP CService(dstIP ), OSSolaris(dstIP ),
SadmindService(dstIP )}, {RootAccess(dstIP )}).
3.3

Definition 3: Causal Relation Graph
(CRG)

CRG is a directed graph with labeled edges and two
types of vertices.
• AS: a vertex in CRG for every AS in a specific
IDS.
• Condition: a vertex in CRG for every defined
condition participant in at least one AS.
There are also two types of edges in CRG.
• Prerequisite edges: There are some edges in
CRG from every Condition vertices related to
prerequisites of an AS to that AS vertex.
• Consequence edges: There is an edge in CRG
from every AS vertex to all the Condition vertices
related to their consequences.
The label of each edge is the condition variable that
can be the source IP address, source port number, destination IP address, or destination port number of the
related AS. Please note that there is no edge between
any pairs of conditions or pairs of ASs. We should define an AS for every attack pattern that exists in the
IDS. A complete knowledge base on low level attacks
is required for producing Alert Signature sets. For constructing the CRG, a vertex is considered for every
AS related to an attack pattern in the knowledge base.
There is also a Condition vertex for every Condition
in AS definitions in CRG. As vertices are added to the
graph, related edges link the graph vertices according
to the definition. Figure 1 represents a part of CRG
which includes vertices related to as1 .
3.4

Definition 4: Causal Relation Queue
Tree (CRQT)

CRQT is a data structure based on CRG. For constructing CRQT, we consider a queue with the length
of q for every CRG vertex. The elements which are
placed in queues of AS and Condition vertices are respectively alerts and condition variables (IP address
or port number). Then for every AS vertex asx , two
trees with root asx are extracted from CRG.
• Forward Queue Tree (FQT): If a breadth first
search is done starting from vertex asx and in the
direction of edges’ direction, a tree called FQT is
obtained. Please note that the tree vertices are
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c6

which maps each type of alert to its related vertex in
CRG. In this way, upon the arrival of each alert, the
corresponding vertex is specified without consuming
time. Over time, all the vertices’ queues and implicitly
queue trees are gradually filled. Simultaneously with
the arrival of alerts, alert analysis and correlation is
performed.

srcIP

4.1

as0
c2

dstPort

dstIP

dstIP
dstIP

c1

c3
c5

dstIP

dstIP
as1

dstIP

dstIP
as2

dstIP
c4

dstPort
c7

dstIP
c8

as1 = RPC sadmind query with root
credential attempt UDP
c1= RPCService
c2= OSSolaris
c3= SadmindService
c4= RootAccess
Figure 1. A part of sample CRG

a subset of CRG vertices. It is sufficient to have
some pointers linking the desired vertices of the
CRG to construct every FQT.
• Backward Queue Tree (BQT): This tree is
constructed in the same way as FQT is constructed, with the difference that the search is
done in the reverse direction of CRG edges.
The ideas of CRG and FQT (BQT) are not the same
as the ones in [15, 21]. These are the main concepts
of our distinct model. We use them efficiently in our
real-time correlation.

4

The Proposed Algorithm Using
CRG

The proposed model for representing our knowledge
base about low level attacks related to distinct IDS
was described in the previous section. In this section,
we focus on the proposed algorithm for real time alert
correlation and attack scenario extraction using our
model.
After constructing Queue Trees, the alert correlation system is ready to receive alerts and perform alert
correlation. For this purpose, any arriving alert in real
time, enters the queue of corresponding AS vertex.
Every alert in IDS has a unique ID. In addition, there
is exactly one AS in CRG for every type of alert in
IDS. Therefore we can construct an index of alert IDs
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Attack Scenario Extraction Algorithm

Step1- With the arrival of each alert ai , the CRG
vertex related to AS asi is determined. If in the queue
of the determined AS vertex, alert aj exists which is
replaceable with ai , then alert aj will be dequeued
and ai will replace it. Otherwise, ai is added to the
queue. We can consider various criteria to examine
the possibility of replacing two alerts. Propositional
formulas (1) and (2) are two such criteria where their
validity satisfies aj and is replaceable with ai .
(ai .dstIP = aj .dstIP )&(ai .srcIP = aj .srcIP ) (1)

(ai .dstIP = aj .dstIP )&(|ai .t − aj .t| < δ)

(2)

In these formulas, dstIP and srcIP are destination IP address and source IP address of the alert,
respectively. By using (1), repeated alerts will be excluded. In (2), ai .t and aj .t are respectively, ai and
aj generation time (timestamp) and δ is a constant
timing threshold. Formula (2) replaces an alert with
the previous one if both are related to the same attack
destined to same destination. The equality of source
addresses requirement is not mentioned in (2). This
criterion is considered for aggregating alerts related
to cooperation between two attackers. Consider ai is
the qi ’s element of asi vertex queue.
Step 2- After the arrival of alert ai to asi queue,
all the consequent conditions queues will be updated
as explained in the following. As was described in
Definition 1 (Section 3.1), every condition has one
of the IP address or port number variables. If the
label of the connected edge to the condition vertex
is source or destination IP address, the value of the
element entering into the condition queue should be
respectively, source or destination IP address of AS
ai . Similarly, the values should be port numbers if the
edges’ labels are port numbers. If there are not any
other elements in the queue with the stated value, the
element will be added to the queue.
Step 3- To extract correlated alerts with alert
ai (i.e., the scenario which has led to ai ), a breadth
first search should be done. This search is started from
the root of the BQT with the root asi and the qi th
element of the asi queue. In each phase, two continuous edges will be traversed. In this search, ai will be
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correlated with ar if edges (asi , ck ) and (ck , asr ) are
traversed continuously, such that there is qk th element
in condition ck queue, that matches with alert ai and
the matched element will be matched with element
ar in asr queue. A condition element is matched with
alert ai in one of the following situations:

Procedure CRG_Alert_Correlation
Input: Correlation Relations Graph CRG(AS  C, E),
|AS|=n, |C|=m
Array CQ of m queue of condition variables
Array ASQ of n queue of alerts
Array BQT of n Backward Queue Tree
( BQT[i](AS i  C i , E i ) is traced tree of backward BFS
search
from i'th Alert Signature vertex of CRG,

• If the variable of condition element is IP address
(port number) and the label of edge connecting
Condition vertex to AS vertex is destination IP
address (destination port number), then the value
of condition element will be equal to ai destination
IP address (destination port number).
• If the variable of condition element is an IP address (port number) and the label of the edge connecting Condition vertex to AS vertex is a source
IP address (destination port number), then the
value of the condition element will be equal to the
ai source IP address (destination port number).

The pseudo code of correlation algorithm is shown
in Figure 2. Figure 3 shows attack scenario graph
construction pseudo code.

4.2

Missed Alert Detection and Attack
Scenario Prediction Using CRG

During alert correlation, false positive alerts will be
removed in the scenario extraction function automatically. In this section we talk about detecting false
negative alerts, i.e., missed alerts.
With the arrival of each new alert the consequence
conditions queues of an AS vertex are updated. If the
attack related to that alert was launched with the
same prerequisites as defined in the Alert Signature,
all its prerequisites would be satisfied. So when an
alert is received, there will be a matched element with
it in all the prerequisite Condition queues of that alert.
Therefore, if there is no such an element in one of
the prerequisite conditions queues it can be assumed
that an alert has been missed. This is the base of the
missed alert detection solution. If we assume that all

)

anew s.t ASig(anew)=asi, 1  i  n
The initial Result Graph RG(V,E)
Output: The updated ResultGraph RG(V,E)
Begin_Method
1. if ASQ[i] Contains an old aold s.t anew is a replaced of aold
replace aold with anew
anew.event_id  aold.event_id
else
Enqueue anew into ASQ[i]
2. for each cj  C s.t (asi,cj)  E
cv  an condition variable s.t is matched with anew
if cv does not exist in CQ[j]
Enqueue cv into CQ[j]
3. start from root of BQT[i]
for each k & l
if ASQ[k] contains ak & CQ[l] contains cvl s.t
(anew,cvl)  Ei & (cvl,ak)  Ei
& match(anew,cvl) & match(cvl,ak)
RG  Insert_into_RG(RG,ak,anew)
return RG
End Method

As alerts arrive and correlations are extracted, results can be entered in a graph like the graph proposed
in [21]. The graph in [21] has two types of edges, but
we construct a graph which has only correlation edges.
We call it the attack scenario graph.

When a new alert ai is correlated to alert aj (which
was received before), if aj has already been added to
the result graph, it is sufficient to add vertex ai and an
edge between aj and ai to it. If aj has not been added
to the result graph, vertices ai and aj and the edge
between them should be added to the result graph.
The result graph at any moment can include more
than one connected graph, each one is an extracted
attack scenario detected via our real time system.

i n  i  1

Figure 2. Pseudo code of correlation algorithm

the definitions of Alert Signatures are accurate and
correct, this solution will be useful. If the attacker
achieves the prerequisite Condition in a different way
from the Alert Signature definition, our assumption
for missed alert will not be correct.
To predict attacks which their alerts have not yet
been received, we can use Forward Queue Trees. A
search should be done in FQT starting from the AS
vertex of the new alert. In this way, the edges leading
to conditions that are not satisfied, will be traversed.
In this search we can traverse only the edges with the
highest probability values, i.e., the edges which are
connected to AS vertices in which related low level
attacks are correlated with a high probability. We can
assume such probabilities in CRG. Papers [22, 23]
have proposed probability methods for attack incident
prediction. We can use their proposed methods in our
model.

5

Analysis of the Proposed Model and
Algorithm

In addition to proper alert correlation, the most important goal that the CRG method follows is real-time
attack scenario detection simultaneously to IDS alert
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Procedure Insert_into_RG
Input: alert, correlated_alert
Initial Attack Scenario Graph ASG(V,E),
V is an array of alerts
Output: updated Result Graph ASG(V,E)
Begin_Method

 NULL
correlated_alert_vertex  NULL

1. alert_vertex

for each v  V
if v.event_id=alert.event_id
alert_vertex  v
else if v.event_id=correlated_alert.event_id
correlated_alert_vertex  v
2. if alert_vertex!=NULL & correlated_alert_vertex!=NULL
if (alert_vertex, correlated_alert_vertex) E
insert (alert_vertex, correlated_alert_vertex) into E
else if (alert_vertex=NULL &
correlated_alert_vertex=NULL)
initialize alert_vertex for alert and insert it into V
initialize correlated_alert_vertex for correlated_alert
and insert it into V
insert (alert_vertex, correlated_alert_vertex) into E
else if alert_vertex=NULL
initialize alert_vertex for alert and insert it into V
insert (alert_vertex, correlated_alert_vertex) into E
else if correlated_alert_vertex=NULL
initialize correlated_alert_vertex for correlated_alert
and insert it into V
insert (alert_vertex, correlated_alert_vertex) into E
return ASG
End_Method

Figure 3. Pseudo code of attack scenario graph construction

generation. Therefore the algorithm should be efficient in time and memory. Time is the key parameter
in real-time applications. If a system has a precise result but high response time, it is useless for real-time
applications. In the following section we explain how
the proposed method is efficient in time and memory.
With the arrival of each new alert, the time for
searching the correlated alerts is at most equal to the
time for searching all the edges of related BQT and
their vertices’ queues. This time is at most 2q×(m+n),
where m is the number of all the CRG Condition
vertices, n is all the AS vertices and q is the maximum
length of each queue. On the other hand, the required
time for adding the correlation result to the attack
scenario graph equals to the time it takes to search
the existing alerts in the graph.
By creating an index on the alerts ID numbers in
result graph, it is not required to search in attack
scenario graph.
The proposed method uses BQTs for alert correlation. The number of these trees equals the number of
AS, i.e., n. So, it is necessary to have n trees in the
memory so that each one has at most n + m pointers.
On the other hand there should also be n + m queues
in the memory with the maximum length of q. There-
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fore, the total required memory size for the system is
n × (n + m) + q × (n + m). So, the memory complexity
of the algorithm is O(n2 ). Please note that the result
graph occupies a fixed amount of the system memory.
It should be mentioned that the vertex queue can
be considered as time window in some methods like [1].
As was previously stated, considering time window in
some real-time applications is one of their weaknesses.
However, considering a separate queue for each of the
vertices is as a separate window for each type of alert,
while in other methods usually one window is considered for all the alerts. Additionally, in CRG only one
alert is saved in the queue among all the replaceable
alerts. This results in alert aggregation and prevents
rapid filling of the queues. Therefore, the proposed
method reduces the limitations of a time window. It
should be noted that over time, most of the existing
alerts in queues are not useful anymore and they can
be removed. However, there is the possibility of keeping the alerts in the queues for even more than one
day. Thus there is not any concern for slowed attacks.
Choosing a criterion for removing earlier alerts depends on the average number of received alerts, the
accuracy of IDS alert generation and the network conditions. The network condition is important in terms
of traffic, network sensitivity level and the amount of
threatening risks of the network. The removal criterion can be decided based on the situation.
CRG is like the attack graph in [21], but the nature
of the vertices is totally different in CRG. The graph
data structure is also different in CRG. The knowledge
which is represented via the CRG model includes
causal relations of low level attacks which are also used
in the offline method [11]. Also, this knowledge is the
same as the one used in [10, 16]. The graph in [15, 21]
is also a model of network topological structure and its
vulnerabilities. The CRG model and algorithm which
proposes to use a casual relations knowledge base,
have some advantages compared to the casual relation
based methods described in [10, 11, 16].The method
in [11] can only be used for offline applications. Even
in the offline mode, [11] is not time efficient and needs
optimization [18]. The correlation problem in [16] has
been converted to a set coverage problem which is
NP-hard. Even though it is introduced as a real-time
method, the time complexity of the solution is not
suitable for real time applications.
The method proposed in [15] has an advantage
compared to CRG which is related to the nature of the
queue graph proposed in [15]. In a queue graph only the
alerts related to vulnerabilities of a given network are
analyzed. In other words, an implicit alert validation
takes place during the correlation process. So the
search is performed on only valid alerts and useless
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alerts related to irrelevant or unsuccessful attacks
are excluded from the search procedure. However,
it should be noted that constructing such an attack
graph is another hard problem in network security.
Also, the size of this graph is larger than CRG, because
there is a vertex for each vulnerability on each host
in this graph.
Another advantage of CRG compared to the method
in [15] is related to the queue length. In [15] the queue
length of each alert vertex is one and so there is no
choice but to replace a new alert with the earlier one.
Therefore, two similar low level attacks which are
launched from different sources are assumed to be
two cooperating attacks, although each one may be
related to a different attack scenario. According to
(1), in the CRG method, two alerts of the same attack
type destined to the same destination are replaced if
their source addresses are also the same. Two attacks
destined to the same destination are considered in
cooperation when using criteria (2), if they happen at
a short interval from each other.
Keeping the alerts in the queues for a long time
may result in problems such as correlation of two
irrelevant scenarios. So, considering a criterion for
alerts expiration time is necessary. Reference [15] uses
some temporal constraints to periodically dequeue
some alerts. The method of [15] has a linear time
complexity, but CRG’s complexity is O(nq). This is
because the queue length can be more than one in
CRG. Despite the presence of the parameter q in the
time order of the algorithm, implementation results
show that the processing time for a real time system
is quite acceptable.
As mentioned earlier, the result graph in our method
is constructed so that it does not have any redundancy
and so compression is not required. For all the attacks
which are replaced with each other, there is only one
vertex in the result graph. To be informed of the number of repeated attempts, we can consider a distinct
field for each result graph vertex. The value of this
field should be equal to the number of alerts replaced
with each other.

6

Experimental Results

We implemented the proposed method in C++ under
Linux and tested it with the DARPA 2000 intrusion
detection evaluation dataset [MIT Lincoln Lab 2000].
DARPA 2000 dataset is often used to evaluate correlation systems. Sufficient knowledge and skill is required
for writing a knowledge base to construct the CRG.
For using any IDS as alert generator for our system,
we require a knowledge base that includes all the Alert
Signatures of that IDS. The definition of each Alert

IPSweep

Probe using Sadmind "ping" option

Breaking into Mill, Lock, and Pascal using
sadmind exploit

Installing DDoS Software via telnet, rcp and
rsh

Starting a DDoS via a telnet session and the
DDoS itself
Mill IPAddress: 172.16.115.20
Lock IPAddress: 172.16.112.10
Pascal IP Address: 172.16.112.50

Figure 4. DARPA 2000’s first attack scenario

Perform HInfo query against Mill
(which is a DNS server)

Break in Mill via exploiting sadmid vulnerability

Upload mstream DDoS and attack script to Mill
using FTP

Run Mstream master on Mill and Try to break in
two more machines via Mill

Lunch mstream DDoS against fial victim via
telnet to DDoS master machine

Figure 5. DARPA 2000’s second attack scenario

Signature should include the prerequisites and consequences conditions corresponding to Definition 2.
We used the knowledge base that Ning et al. used for
TIAA [24]. Two knowledge bases have been provided
for TIAA. The first one is for RealSecure IDS. This
knowledge base has only 28 Alert Signatures [12]. The
second one is for Snort which is a relatively complete
knowledge base with about 3000 Alert Signatures.
DARPA 2000 includes two DDOS attack scenarios.
Figure 4 represents the first scenario’s steps and Figure
5 represents the second scenario. There are five steps
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Figure 6. The result graph of snort alerts correlation for
LLDOS 1.0 Inside traffic (In each connected subgraph, every
ellipse represents an alert. The upper number in the ellipse is
the ID number of snort related AS, the lower number is the
incidence number of alert)

in each scenario. MIT Lincoln Lab has sniffed the
traffic results from launching each of the scenarios
using two sensors, one sensor on inside network and
another one on the DMZ network. Our results for both
of the networks were successful and satisfactory. As
in previous literature, we also state the inside sensor
results here.
6.1

Attack Scenario Extraction Results

Figure 6 shows the result graph of snort alerts correlation for the first scenario. We expect the result
graph to include all the low level attacks related to various steps of the scenario. Every connected sub-graph
represents an extracted scenario. In graphs (a) to (e)
there are only two steps of LLDOS 1.0. These imperfect scenarios are those unsuccessful attacks which
have terminated in intermediate steps. As you can see
in Figure 4, at the third step three vulnerable hosts
are detected and exploited. Every sub-graph (h) to (j)
in Figure 6 represents an attack scenario destined to
one of these victim hosts. You can see scenario (h) in
details in Figure 7. Only the last step has not been
extracted. The reason is that the related alert was
missed by snort.
Figure 8 represents the result graph of RealSecure
alerts correlation for the first scenario. As you can
see, almost all the key steps of the scenario have been
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Step 4

RSERVICES rsh root
S: 172.16.115.20
D: 202.77.162.213

Figure 7. Scenario attack (h) of Figure 7 in details. Source
and destination addresses can be seen in this figure

extracted. The extracted scenario is more complete
than the scenario extracted from snort alerts because
of the more accurate RealSecure knowledge base. On
the other hand, only three successful scenarios have
been extracted for RealSecure and the failed scenarios
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Figure 8. The result graph of RealSecure alerts correlation
for LLDOS 1.0 Inside traffic in CRG method
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Figure 9. The result graph of RealSecure alerts for LLDOS1.0
Inside traffic in Ning method [11]

have not been extracted. The reason is the differences
among the two IDSs. RealSecure itself is more accurate
than Snort. It removes some unsuccessful attacks.
The first step is not represented in Figure 8, because
RealSecure does not produce ICMP alerts.
Figure 9 represents the scenario extraction result
of the Ning [11] method. You can compare our result
graph in Figure 8 with Figure 9. As you can see our

Figure 10. Results of alert correlation for the second DARPA
2000 scenario

result graph is more compact and explicit. It is because
our method can aggregate identical alerts to the same
destination.Then again this attack graph has been
obtained in the offline mode.
The result of alert correlation for the second DARPA
2000 scenario is shown in Figure 10. It is not very
accurate or complete. The reason is that the attacker
tries to hide the steps in the second scenario and
launches the attack scenario with more skill than the
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Figure 12. Maximum processing time per 25 consecutive alerts

6.2

Performance Evaluation

Since the main goal of the proposed method is its
capability for real time operation, the time evaluation
of the system is very important. We have tested the
system on a Pentium III dual core 2.2GHz server with
1GB RAM running Suse 11. The CRG used in our
evaluations has 903 condition vertices and 2895 AS
vertices for snort and 31 condition vertices and 28 AS
vertices for RealSecure.
The diagrams of Figures 11 and 12 show alert processing time. Figure 11 shows the average processing
time of each 25 consecutive snort alerts. The horizontal axis represents the number of received alerts until
the arrival time of a new alert. As you can see the
processing time does not depend on the number of
received alerts and over time after the start of the system, system performance has not decreased. Figure
12 shows the maximum processing time of every 25
consecutive alerts. As you see the maximum processing time of all the processed alerts is about 0.35ms.
In Figure 11 and Figure 12, Alerts which take much
more processing time are related to the AS vertices
that have many connected edges to other vertices.
Whereas the maximum processing time of our
method is about 0.35ms, this time is about 0.1s in
[15] (Figure 13 of [15]), and about 3s in [17, 19].
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Figure 13 shows the processing time of snort and
RealSecure alerts in one diagram. This diagram has
been drawn according to the number of existing alerts
in queues at the arrival time of a new alert.
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Figure 13. Processing time per number of alerts in vertices
queues (for snort and RealSecure)

7

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we first proposed a suitable model for
representing a knowledge base of causal relations between low level attacks, and then proposed an efficient
algorithm for real-time attack scenario detection.
The proposed method is based on the causal approach due to the strength of causal methods in practice; moreover it benefits from the advantages of TVA
model [15]. Therefore, in addition to proper alert correlation, our proposed algorithm has polynomial time
and memory complexity (of degree 2) in terms of the
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number of CRG vertices and so it is independent of
the number of received alerts. Experimental results
approved the correctness of our algorithm for alert
correlation and its efficiency in real-time. It should
be noted that the completeness and accuracy of the
knowledge base is required in our method as in any
other causal method.
As a future work, we will investigate the efficiency of
our proposed model for attack prediction and missed
alert detection. We will also consider using artificial
intelligence and data mining approaches to create and
update the low level attacks knowledge base.
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